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1.

INTRODUCTION
1.1

Report Basis
This is an evaluation report prepared under Section 32 of the RMA, 1991. The
purpose of the report is to evaluate proposed new noise provisions associated
with a new Port Zone being introduced under Plan Change 144 (PC144).
This report contains the following information:
▪ Relevant background
▪ An outline of relevant statutory requirements.
▪ A description of the proposed new rules.
▪ An evaluation under Section 32 of the RMA, 1991.

1.2 Background
On the 8 May 2019, the Whangarei District Council (WDC) notified PC144
together with a suite of other plans changes collectively known as the “Urban
and Services Plan Changes”. PC144 introduces a new Port Zone to the District
Plan, replacing the old ‘Marsden Point Port Environment’ in the Operative
District Plan.
Northport made a submission to PC144 requesting that noise generated by
port activities in the new zone be subject to “New Zealand Standard 6809:1999
Acoustics – Port noise management and land use planning”. This is in
accordance with Section 15(1) of the New Zealand Planning Standards, 2019
which states that:
Any plan rule to manage noise emissions must be in accordance with the mandatory noise
measurement methods and symbols in……. inter alia the New Zealand Standard 6809:1999
Acoustics – Port noise management and land use planning.

It also gives effect to enabling objectives and policies in the RPS, the Operative
and the new Port Zone being introduced under PC144.
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2. STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS
2.1 Plan Change Framework
Section 74 of the RMA contains matters that must be considered by a
territorial authority when preparing and changing its District Plan.
74 Matters to be considered by territorial authority
A territorial authority must prepare and change its district plan in accordance with—
(a) its functions under section 31; and
(b) the provisions of Part 2; and
(c) a direction given under section 25A(2); and
(d) its obligation (if any) to prepare an evaluation report in accordance with section 32; and
(e) its obligation to have particular regard to an evaluation report prepared in accordance
with section 32; and
(ea) a national policy statement, a New Zealand coastal policy statement, and a national planning
standard; and
(f) any regulations.

Section 74 requires inter alia an evaluation under Section 32 of the Act. Central
to the evaluation is the extent to which the proposed noise provisions are
appropriate in achieving the purpose of the Act.

2.2 Section 32
An evaluation under Section 32 and further evaluation under 32AA must:
▪ Examine the extent to which the objectives of the proposal are appropriate
in achieving the purpose of the RMA (Section 5).
▪ Identify other reasonably practicable options to achieve the objectives.
▪ Assess the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed provisions in
achieving the objectives.
Section 32(2) requires that this assessment must:
▪ Identify and assess the benefits and costs of the environmental, economic,
social and cultural effects (including economic growth and employment).
▪ Assess the risk of acting or not acting.

2.3 Section 74 RMA
Section 74 of the Act sets out the requirements for territorial authorities when
considering changes to a District Plan, and the matters that it should have
regard to.
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74 Matters to be considered by territorial authority
(1) A territorial authority must prepare and change its district plan in accordance with—
(a) its functions under section 31; and
(b) the provisions of Part 2; and
(c) a direction given under section 25A(2); and
(d) its obligation (if any) to prepare an evaluation report in accordance with section 32; and
(e) its obligation to have particular regard to an evaluation report prepared in accordance
with section 32; and
(ea) a national policy statement, a New Zealand coastal policy statement, and a national planning
standard; and
(f) any regulations.
(2) In addition to the requirements of section 75(3) and (4), when preparing or changing a district
plan, a territorial authority shall have regard to—
(a) any—
(i) proposed regional policy statement; or
(ii) proposed regional plan of its region in regard to any matter of regional significance or for which
the regional council has primary responsibility under Part 4; and
(b) any—
(i) management plans and strategies prepared under other Acts; and
(ii) [Repealed]
(iia) relevant entry on the New Zealand Heritage List/Rārangi Kōrero required by the Heritage New
Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014; and
(iii) regulations relating to ensuring sustainability, or the conservation, management, or
sustainability of fisheries resources (including regulations or bylaws relating to taiapure, mahinga
mataitai, or other non-commercial Maori customary fishing), —
to the extent that their content has a bearing on resource management issues of the district;
and
(c) the extent to which the district plan needs to be consistent with the plans or proposed plans
of adjacent territorial authorities.
(2A) A territorial authority, when preparing or changing a district plan, must take into account any
relevant planning document recognised by an iwi authority and lodged with the territorial
authority, to the extent that its content has a bearing on the resource management issues of the
district.
(3) In preparing or changing any district plan, a territorial authority must not have regard to trade
competition or the effects of trade competition.

In summary, Section 74 reinforces the need for District Plan provisions to
accord with Part 2 of the Act, and to prepare and have regard to an evaluation
under Section 32. It also requires regard to be had to a range of national and
regional documents, heritage items, and any iwi management plans.
In the case of the proposed port noise at Northport, the following
matters/documents are relevant under Section 74:
▪ Part 2 RMA
▪ Section 32 Evaluation
▪ National Planning Standards
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▪ New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement
▪ Regional Policy Statement
▪ Proposed Regional Plan
▪ Strategic planning direction in the District Plan.

2.4 Section 75
Section 75 of the Act sets out the contents of District Plans.
75 Contents of district plans
(1) A district plan must state—
(a) the objectives for the district; and
(b) the policies to implement the objectives; and
(c) the rules (if any) to implement the policies.
(2) A district plan may state—
(a) the significant resource management issues for the district; and
(b) the methods, other than rules, for implementing the policies for the district; and
(c) the principal reasons for adopting the policies and methods; and
(d) the environmental results expected from the policies and methods; and
(e) the procedures for monitoring the efficiency and effectiveness of the policies and methods;
and
(f) the processes for dealing with issues that cross territorial authority boundaries; and
(g) the information to be included with an application for a resource consent; and
(h) any other information required for the purpose of the territorial authority’s functions, powers,
and duties under this Act.
(3) A district plan must give effect to—
(a) any national policy statement; and
(b) any New Zealand coastal policy statement; and
(ba) a national planning standard; and
(c) any regional policy statement.
(4) A district plan must not be inconsistent with—
(a) a water conservation order; or
(b) a regional plan for any matter specified in section 30(1).
(5) A district plan may incorporate material by reference under Part 3 of Schedule 1.

Of specific relevance to the proposed port noise provisions is s75(3) which
requires the plan change to “give effect to” the following relevant documents:
▪ National Planning Standards (2019)
▪ New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement (2010)
▪ The Regional Policy Statement for Northland (2016)
Note 1: There are no relevant Water Conservation Orders.
Note 2: The proposed port noise provisions have been formatted according to the National
Planning Standards.
Note 3: No documents are being incorporated by reference.
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These documents are considered in the context of the proposed port noise
provisions in Section 5 of this report.
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3. PROPOSED PROVISIONS
3.1 Overview
New provisions relating to the management of noise from port activities are
proposed to be added to the Noise and Vibration (NAV) chapter of the
Operative Whangarei District Plan. The new provisions are shown highlighted
yellow in Appendix 1.
The “New Zealand Standard 6809:1999 Acoustics – Port noise management
and land use planning concerns itself with the management of port noise and
application of appropriate land use planning techniques to ensure the longterm compatibility of ports and their neighbours. It is intended that the
Standard be applied to all proposed as well as existing commercial ports in
New Zealand, including all current activities and any changes or expansions
which may take place at existing ports. The Standard recognises the need for
ports to operate in an effective manner and provides guidelines to ensure that
any adjacent residential communities can co-exist with ports and their
associated activities. The framework focusses on ports reducing their noise
and managing their effects, rather than a traditional limit/enforcement
regime. This is achieved in two parts being:
▪ Noise Control Boundaries and associated land use controls to avoid reverse
sensitivity associated with the ‘hum’ of port operations.
▪ Port Noise Management Plan designed to minimise noise effects within the
port, such as ‘banging’ from log handling.
A technical discussion on the new provisions is provided in the Marshall Day
Acoustics (MDA) report in Appendix 2. The provisions are also summarised
below.

3.2 Noise Control Boundaries
MDA has modelled predicted port noise through until 2035 (being the
expected life of the District Plan). From this modelling they have produced
future noise contours. These contours are lines on a map that predict what
level of noise that may be experienced at a point in time. The contours are
produced using computer modelling that considers such things as the source
of noise, current and future operational scenarios, and topography. The
modelling is then calibrated using real time monitoring results.
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The mapped noise contours are used to inform the locations of the Inner and
Outer Noise Control Boundaries, respectively. The purpose of noise control
boundaries is to establish a point of compliance for port noise, zones where
specific building requirements are needed, and zones where the port must
offer measures to mitigate higher levels of port noise.
The control boundaries follow nearby cadastral boundaries as planning
representations of the noise contours, shown on the plan attached in
Appendix 3. They will also be included on the District Plan maps.
The control boundaries are based around an acoustic parameter called the

Day/Night Level or Ldn which is measured in dBA. This parameter is the energy
average sound level calculated over a 24-hour period. Night-time noise is
weighted by adding decibels to reflect the greater sensitivity to noise at night.
The control boundaries equate to a predicted noise level over a 5-day period of
65 dB Ldn and 55 dB Ldn respectively.
The Port Noise Standard recommends a set of noise limits for existing Ports.
These limits typically apply at any point on land at, or beyond, the Inner Noise
Control Boundary. However, in this instance the predicted 65 dB Ldn noise
contour does not reach land and is not well represented by the Inner Noise
Control Boundary. Because of this, it is proposed that the Inner Control
Boundary has noise limits which represent the modelled level of noise at the
seaward boundary of the closest residential property. The proposed noise
limits applying at, or beyond, the Inner and Outer Noise Control Boundaries
are reproduced below.
Location

Day-night

At any point on land at, or
beyond,
Boundary

the

Outer

Control

(Long

Night-time

term)

term)

55 dB Ldn (5-day)

50 dB LAeq (9 hrs)

58 dB Ldn (1-day)

55 dB LAeq (15 min)

(Short

75 dB LAFmax
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Location

Day-night

At any point on land at, or
beyond,

the

Inner

Control

(Long

Night-time

term)

term)

58 dB Ldn (5-day)

53 dB LAeq (9 hrs)

61 dB Ldn (1-day)

58 dB LAeq (15 min)

Boundary

(Short

78 dB LAFmax

Table 1: Port Noise Standard Recommended Noise Limits.

3.3 Sound

insulation

for

new

residential

units,

replacement residential units, and extensions to
existing residential units
If a new, replacement, or extended residential unit is to be constructed on land
between the Inner and Outer Noise Control Boundaries, the new building will
need to be built to a standard capable of mitigating the higher noise levels
predicted within these boundaries. The cost of this noise protection for new
dwellings and alterations to existing residential units is to be met by the
landowner, although for the reasons outlined in Section 4 of this report, the
costs are expected to be minimal.

3.4 Port assisted mitigation for existing residential
units
Proposed rule NAV-R16(4) requires that within any habitable space of an
residential unit that existed at the time of this rule change, the spatial average
indoor sound level must not exceed 40 dB Ldn (5 day) with all windows and doors
open, except where the Port has offered mitigation to achieve the specified
limit and that offer has been refused.
In essence, the rule requires the port to control its noise so that indoor noise
does not exceed 40 dB Ldn (5 day). Alternatively, if noise does reach this level, the
port must then offer mitigation to the landowner to ensure compliance with
the specified level. It should be noted that 40 dB Ldn criterion is 5 decibels lower
than recommended by the Port Noise Standard (45 dB Ldn). This ensures a ‘best
practice’, rather than ‘code minimum’ approach to amenity protection.
The trigger for initiating noise mitigation is the annual review required under
the Port Noise Management Plan. Specifically, noise contours will be produced
annually and presented to the Port Noise Liaison Committee. If the contours
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indicate noise levels are forecast to exceed 55 dB Ldn (5-day) at the façade of a
residential building in the coming year, mitigation will be triggered.

3.5 Port Noise Management Plan
NZS 6809:1999 Acoustics – ‘Port noise management and land use planning’
recommends that a Port Noise Management Plan (PNMP) be developed to
assist in achieving the proposed noise restrictions. It states: “The need for a

management plan recognises that noise levels adjacent to the port may at
times be higher than desirable.” It also provides guidance on the development
and application of a PNMP to “ensure that emissions of noise from port

activities is minimised, consistent with practicality, safety and the efficient
operation, use and development of the ports”.
The objectives of the PNMP are to:
▪ Ensure the port complies with the relevant noise performance standards.
▪ Provide a framework for the measurement, monitoring, assessment, and
management of noise.
▪ Identify and adopt the BPO for the management of noise effects.
▪ Require engagement with the community and timely management of
complaints.
The PNMP will apply at all times. It is a ‘living document’ that is expanded
and updated as appropriate.
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4. ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTS
4.1 Comparative baseline
Port noise received by surrounding residential zones is currently controlled by
limits specified in the operative NAV chapter of the Whangarei District Plan.
The operative WDP LAeq noise limits are not directly comparable with the
proposed limits because there is a +10 decibels adjustment applied by the Ldn
descriptor at night. However, to enable comparison, the operative (existing)
55/45 dB LAeq (day/night) noise limits typically enable 50 – 52 dB Ldn of
continuous port noise.
The proposed Outer Control Boundary is inclusive of all properties onto which
the 55 dB Ldn noise contour extends. Therefore, properties just beyond the
Outer Control Boundary would have up to 3 – 5 decibels less amenity
protection compared with the operative (existing) provisions, while those
inside the Boundary would have up to 5 - 8 dB Ldn less amenity protection.
The existing NAV maximum noise limits are compared with the proposed
limits in Table 2.
Period

Operative

Proposed

Predicted

NAV

Port

noise levels (2035)

future

noise

Standard

at

the

closest

levels (2035) at

limits

noise limits at

receiver

in

the

Marsden Bay

Outer

Noise Control
Boundary

Day-night
(24hr)

Day

future

Predicted

the

noise
closest

receiver

(worst case)

(worst case)
58 dB Ldn (5 day)

58 dB Ldn (5 day)

-

-

-

58 dB LAeq

53 dB LAeq

-

53 dB LAeq (9hrs)

47 dB LAeq (9hr)

51 dB LAeq (9hr)

45 dB LAeq

58 dB LAeq (15 min)

49 dB LAeq (15min)

52 dB LAeq (15 min)

78 dB LAFmax

-

-

-

58 dB Ldn (5 day)

-

61 dB Ldn(1-day)

55dBLAeq

in

Reotahi

(07002200)
Night
(22000700)

(15min)

75

dB

LAFmax

Table 2: Comparison of noise limits and predicted noise levels.
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At other major New Zealand ports, the annual median port noise levels are
typically 2 – 3 decibels quieter than the predicted peak period. The same could
be reasonably expected at Northport.
The predicted future noise levels are based on current operations and
technology. This is based on the fact that, despite increasing trade volumes at
other large New Zealand ports, noise levels have generally remained stable
over the last 10 years. The reason is that operations have become more efficient
and new equipment is quieter. It is likely this trend will continue but cannot
be relied upon for constraining planning provisions.

4.2 Effects
General
Any increase in port noise level would be gradual over the forecast 15 years,
contingent on if, and when the port expands.
Adverse daytime noise effects will be largely confined to Marsden Bay where
future peak noise levels are predicted to increase noticeably during the day
when the drydock sand blasting would operate (noting that sand blasting is
proposed to be limited to the daytime period only to reduce night-time noise
effects).
The existing peak port night operations just comply with the Operative 45 dB
LAeq (15min) noise limit at the interface with the Reotahi and Marsden Bay
communities.
Adverse night-time effects will be largely confined to Reotahi, with these
effects resulting from 24-hour container operations on the expanded port. The
predicted future peak port night operations permitted under the proposed
new rules will be noticeably louder at night in Reotahi, but less so at Marsden
Bay
A comparative description of the effects of the existing and proposed
permitted peak noise limits, separated into day and night, is provided in Tables
3 and 4 below.
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Time

Day

Noise

Affected

levels

Dwellings

Typical Noise Effects

55 – 60 dB 27 in Marsden

Significantly above current port noise levels in

LAeq

Marsden Bay, and marginally to noticeably above

Bay
11 in Reotahi

typical upper residential noise limit of 55 dB LAeq.
Comparable to the existing daytime road traffic
noise level at 5m from the edge of One Tree Point
Road. More general comparisons include near a
suburban collector road, or an urban environment
away from busy roads in Whangārei.

50 – 55 dB 50 in Marsden

Noticeably above current port noise levels, but

LAeq

compliant with the current/existing permitted

Bay
87 in Reotahi

noise limit of 55 dB LAeq. Typical for a suburban
environment or coastal interface.

45 – 50 dB 62 in Marsden

Comparable to current port noise levels. Well

LAeq

below the permitted noise levels and comparable

Bay
24 in Reotahi

to a quiet suburban environment or harbour
interface. Loud activities would be noticeable at
times (e.g. sand blasting).

Table 3: Noise Effects (day).
Time

Night

Noise

Affected

levels

Dwellings

Typical Noise Effects

50 – 55 dB None in Marsden

Noticeably above current peak port noise levels.

LAeq

Windows in sleeping areas would need to be

Bay
38 in Reotahi

closed to provide suitable internal noise
environment (discussed below).

45 – 50 dB None in Marsden

Marginally above current peak port noise levels.

LAeq

Marginally above permitted activity levels.

Bay
20 in Reotahi

Container/logging operations would be audible
indoors at times but would not necessitate closed
windows.

40 – 45 dB 39 in Marsden

Comparable

LAeq

Container/logging operations may be audible at

Bay
54 in Reotahi

to

current

port

noise

levels.

times inside with windows open, but typically
acceptable.

Table 4: Noise Effects (night).
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Night-time noise and mitigation measures
There is a general relationship between the various port noise descriptors that
enable comparison. Within the similarly located 55 dB Ldn (5-day) and 50 dB LAeq
(15min)

night-time noise contours (see Figures 2A and 2B in the MD report),

minimum sound insulation requirements will apply to new and extended
noise sensitive activities as per the proposed NAV-R17-R18 rules. However,
there are a small number of existing dwellings between the proposed Outer
Noise Control Boundary and the Operative (existing) 45 dB LAeq (15min) nighttime noise limit.
Based on the relationship above, noise levels above 50 dB LAeq

(15min)

are

predicted on the façade of the most affected existing dwellings at night.
Assuming a typical noise reduction of 15 decibels through the open window of
a bedroom facing the port, the predicted internal noise level for the most
affected habitable space is 35 dB LAeq (15min).
AS/NZS 2107: 2016 provides the following descriptions of design level ranges
for “Sleeping areas (night time)” in residential buildings:
▪

Houses in rural areas with negligible transportation: 25 – 30 dB LAeq

▪

Houses and apartments in suburban areas or near minor roads: 30 – 35 dB
LAeq
Houses and apartments in inner city areas or entertainment districts or near

▪

major roads: 35 – 40 dB LAeq
The number of existing dwellings between the Inner and Outer Port Noise
Control Boundaries number 34 in Marsden Bay and 50 in Reotahi. All these
dwellings are predicted to receive noise levels in the range of 55 – 58 dB Ldn (5. This includes all dwellings that are predicted to receive noise levels above

day)

55 dB LAeq during the day and 50 dB LAeq at night.
The predicted internal noise level of 40 dB Ldn / 35 dB LAeq (15min) for the future
peak night is at the upper end of acceptability for this area. Therefore, 55 dB
Ldn

(5-day)

is considered a suitable threshold for the Outer Noise Control

Boundary, and reasonable with the application of a Port Noise Management
Plan required under NAV-R16. For noise levels above 55 dB Ldn (5-day), land use
controls are required, and specifically the sound insulation requirements
under NAV-R16-R18.
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4.3 Positive effects
There are several positive effects associated with the proposed port noise rules.
These are:
▪ Better community engagement.
▪ Places on obligation for the port to minimise noise through the Port Noise
Management Plan.
▪ More certainty for future port development rather than leaving this to the
resource consent process.

4.4 Section 16, RMA
Notwithstanding the proposed noise rules in the District Plan, Section 16 of the
RMA imposes a duty on occupiers of land and users of the coastal marine area,
to ensure that noise levels are kept at a reasonable level by adopting the best
practicable option, as defined in s2 of the RMA.
The s16 duty and any applicable rules for noise are related. Generally, if the
noise exceeds the standards set by the rules, it will be treated as unreasonable
noise. However, if a person complies with a District Plan rule, the duty in s16 of
the RMA is not necessarily met. The occupier may still need to do more if the
noise is unreasonable and a practicable option is available to reduce it.
In

essence,

Section

16

is

a

backstop

against

unreasonable

noise,

notwithstanding the rules in a District Plan.
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5. POLICY FRAMEWORK, DIRECTION & ANALYSIS
5.1 Relevant National Policy Statements
There are currently five National Policy Statements in place being:
• National Policy Statement on Urban Development Capacity.
• National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management.
• National Policy Statement for Renewable Electricity Generation.
• National Policy Statement on Electricity Transmission.
• New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement.
Only the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement (NZCPS) is relevant to the
proposed noise provisions, and specifically:
Policy 9: Ports
Recognise that a sustainable national transport system requires an efficient national network of
safe ports, servicing national and international shipping, with efficient connections with other
transport modes, including by:
a.

ensuring that development in the coastal environment does not adversely affect the efficient

and safe operation of these ports, or their connections with other transport modes; and
b.

considering where, how and when to provide in regional policy statements and in plans for

the efficient and safe operation of these ports, the development of their capacity for shipping,
and their connections with other transport modes.

The proposed noise management provisions are consistent with Policy 9(a).

5.2 National Planning Standards (April 2019)
The first set of National Planning Standards (the ‘NPS’) was introduced in April
2019. The stated purpose of the standards is:
To improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the planning system by providing nationally
consistent:
▪

Structure

▪

Format

▪

Definitions

▪

Noise and vibration metrics

▪

Electronic functionality and accessibility

for regional policy statements, regional plans, district plans and combined plans under the
Resource Management Act 1991.1

1

Ministry for the Environment. 2019. National Planning Standards. Wellington: Ministry for the Environment (page 5)
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Chapter 15 of the NPS contains mandatory directions for noise and vibration
metrics. It states inter alia:
1.

Any plan rule to manage noise emissions must be in accordance with the mandatory noise
measurement methods and symbols in the applicable New Zealand Standards incorporated
by reference into the planning standards and listed below:
New Zealand Standard 6801:2008 Acoustics – Measurement of environmental sound
New Zealand Standard 6802:2008 Acoustics – Environmental noise
New Zealand Standard 6803:1999 Acoustics – Construction noise
New Zealand Standard 6805:1992 Airport noise management and land use planning –
measurement only
New Zealand Standard 6806:2010 Acoustics – Road-traffic noise – New and altered roads
New Zealand Standard 6807:1994 – Noise Management and Land Use Planning for Helicopter
Landing Areas- excluding 4.3 Averaging
New Zealand Standard 6808:2010 Acoustics – Wind farm noise
New Zealand Standard 6809:1999 Acoustics – Port noise management and land use planning

It is therefore a mandatory requirement of the NPS that New Zealand
Standard 6809:1999 Acoustics – Port noise management and land use
planning be incorporated into the District Plan to manage port noise.

5.3 Regional Policy Statement for Northland
Objective 3.6 is directly relevant to the proposed noise provisions being:
Objective 3.6 Economic activities – reverse sensitivity and sterilisation
The viability of land and activities important for Northland’s economy is protected from the
negative impacts of new subdivision, use and development, with particular emphasis on either:
(a) Reverse sensitivity for existing:
(i) Primary production activities;
(ii) Industrial and commercial activities;
(iii) Mining*; or
(iv) Existing and planned regionally significant infrastructure; or
(b) Sterilisation of:
(i) Land with regionally significant mineral resources; or
(ii) Land which is likely to be used for regionally significant infrastructure. *Includes aggregates
and other minerals.

The Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS) contains several other
provisions that elevate the importance of Regionally Significant Infrastructure
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(RSI) (noting that Northport is specifically identified as RSI in Appendix 3 of the
RPS). The relevant provisions are:
Objective 3.8 Efficient and effective infrastructure
Manage resource use to:
(a) Optimise the use of existing infrastructure;
(b) Ensure new infrastructure is flexible, adaptable, and resilient, and meets the reasonably
foreseeable needs of the community; and
(c) Strategically enable infrastructure to lead or support regional economic development and
community wellbeing.
Objective 3.7 Regionally Significant Infrastructure
Recognise and promote the benefits of regionally significant infrastructure, (a physical resource),
which through its use of natural and physical resources can significantly enhance Northland’s
economic, cultural, environmental and social wellbeing.
Policy 5.3.1 Identifying Regionally Significant Infrastructure
The regional and district councils shall recognise the activities identified in Appendix 3 of this
document as being regionally significant infrastructure.

5.4 Proposed Regional Plan for Northland
The Proposed Regional Plan for Northland contains several provisions that
support the proposed noise provisions. These are:
Objective F.1.5 Regionally significant infrastructure
Recognise the national, regional and local benefits of regionally significant infrastructure and
renewable energy generation and enable their effective development, operation, maintenance,
repair, upgrading and removal.
D.2.9 Protection of regionally significant infrastructure
When considering new use and development activities that could adversely affect the ongoing
operation, maintenance, upgrade or development of regionally significant infrastructure; ensure
that the regionally significant infrastructure is not compromised
Policy D.2.5 Benefits of regionally significant infrastructure
Particular regard must be had to the national, regional and locally significant social, economic,
and cultural benefits of regionally significant infrastructure.

5.5 Operative Whangarei District Plan
Chapter 25 sets out the Marsden Point Port zone objectives and policies.
Objective 25.3.1 is reproduced below:
The avoidance, remediation or mitigation of the adverse effects of activities on the environment
at

Marsden

Point

during

the

development

of

land

for

a

deep

water

port.
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Explanation and Reasons: The new deep water port at Marsden Point is a significant physical
resource which contributes to the social and economic wellbeing of the people and communities
of Whangarei and the Northland-Region. The objective seeks to ensure the continued existence,
expansion (our emphasis) and development of this resource, while at the same time ensuring that
the adverse effects of activities on the environment at Marsden Point are avoided, remedied or
mitigated.

Supporting polices and methods of control are provided.
The Anticipated Environmental Results in WDP rule 25.6 include:
▪

The continued efficient and safe operation of the Marsden Point Port, with provision for
controlled growth in the future.

▪

Effects of the Port (including noise) on surrounding amenity values are controlled to a level
deemed acceptable in the District Plan.

▪

The continued operation of the Port is not hindered by future land use and development
proximate to the Port.

In summary, the operative WDP anticipates and supports controlled growth
of Northport operations, coupled with a balance of port noise controls and land
use controls to address noise effects.

5.6 Plan Change 144 – new Port Zone (PORTZ)
The new PORTZ chapter contains objectives and policies that seek to provide
for existing and future port development, while managing adverse effects.
These are:
PORTZ-O1 – Regionally Significant Infrastructure
Recognise and provide for the importance of the Port as regionally significant infrastructure and
the contribution it makes to the economic and social wellbeing of the District and Region.
PORTZ-O2 – Current Operation and Future Development
Recognise the unique characteristics of the Port and provide for:
1. The efficient and effective ongoing operation of Port activities within the Port Zone without
undue constraints; and
2. The future development and expansion of Port operations and activities within the Port Zone.
PORTZ-O3 – Adverse Effects
Manage the adverse effects of the Port and port activities on the environment.
PORTZ-P1 – Regional Significance
To recognise the regional significance of the Port by providing for a wide range of existing and
future port operations and port activities within the Port Zone.
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PORTZ-P3 – Adverse Effects
To manage adverse effects of the Port and associated port activities, by:
1. Limiting the height of buildings and outdoor storage areas to minimise adverse visual amenity
effects while recognising the operational requirements of the Port;
2. Minimising adverse effects of noise and light spill while recognising the operational
requirements of the Port; and
3. Managing the effects of earthworks (other than earthworks associated with flood control works)
to ensure such works do not divert flood flow onto neighbouring properties or deplete flood plain
storage capacity.

Together with the enabling provisions, PORTZ-P3 seeks to strike an
appropriate balance between providing for the operational requirements of
the port, and minimising effects. This is consistent with the intent of New
Zealand Standard 6809:1999 as outlined in Section 3.1 of this report.

5.7 Plan

Change

148

‘District

Growth

and

Development’ (DGD)
The DGD chapter of the District Plan being introduced under PC148 contains
several objectives and policies relevant to reverse sensitivity, RSI and
infrastructure in general. These provisions are designed to give effect to the
relevant RSI provisions in the RPS and seek to enable infrastructure
development whilst maintaining an appropriate level of amenity. The relevant
provisions are:
Objective DGD-O5 – Incompatible Activities and Reverse Sensitivity
Avoid conflict between incompatible land use activities from new subdivision, use and
development.
Policy DGD-P2 – Incompatible Land Uses and Reverse Sensitivity
To manage the establishment and location of new activities and expansion of existing activities to
avoid conflicts between incompatible land uses.
Objective DGD-O13 – Identification and Protection
Regionally Significant Infrastructure is identified and protected.
Objective DGD-O14 – Recognised Benefits
The benefits of Regionally Significant Infrastructure are recognised and provided for.
Objective DGD-O15 – Adverse Effects
Avoid, remedy, mitigate or offset adverse effects arising from the development, operation,
maintenance, and upgrading of Regionally Significant Infrastructure.
Policy DGD-P15 – Benefits of Regionally Significant Infrastructure
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To recognise and provide for the social, economic and cultural benefits of Regionally Significant
Infrastructure by enabling its ongoing operation, maintenance, development, and upgrading
where adverse effects can be avoided, remedied, mitigated or off-set (when offered or agreed to).
Policy DGD-P16 – New Regionally Significant Infrastructure
Allowing adverse effects from new network utilities and Regionally Significant Infrastructure that
have been avoided, remedied, mitigated or off-set (where offered or agreed to), while taking into
account the following matters:
1. Benefits of the activity.
2. Any recognition within a national policy statement.
3. Constraints that limit the design and location of the activity.
4. Whether the proposal is a regionally significant infrastructure lifeline utility which meets the
foreseeable needs of Northland.
5. The extent to which the adverse effects of the activity can be practicably reduced including any
positive effects on the subject site or elsewhere (provided that the positive effects accrue to the
community of interest and/or resource affected).
6. Any monitoring programme for identified significant adverse effects with uncertain outcomes
which can be addressed by an adaptive management regime where the infrastructure assists in
achieving efficient land use.
7. Whether the infrastructure proposal helps to achieve consolidated development and efficient
use of land.
8. Ensuring damage to or loss of the relationship of iwi with ancestral sites, sites of significance,
wāhi tapu, customary activities and/or taonga is avoided or otherwise agreed to by the affected
iwi or hapū.

5.8 Summary
The policy direction and support for the proposed noise provisions permeates
consistently through the relevant planning documents from the NZCPS down.
Specifically, the national and regional importance of ports is recognised in
Policy 9 of the NZCPS. This has subsequently been given effect to in the RPS,
PRP, the Operative Whangarei District Plan, Plan Change 144, and Plan
Change 148.
All the documents contain provisions that recognise the need to manage
reverse sensitivity associated with existing and planned RSI. Because this is
specifically what the Port Noise Standard has been designed to do, the
proposed noise provisions achieve the direction and intent of all the relevant
planning documents.
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6. SECTION 32 EVALUATION
6.1 Schedule 1 and Section 32 RMA
Schedule 1 of the RMA sets out the process and procedural requirements for
the preparation, change, and review of policy statements and plans. Both
Schedule 1(5) (relating to the preparation of policy statements and plans
prepared by local and regional authorities) and 1(22) (relating to requests for
changes to policy statements and plans to local and regional authorities)
contain a requirement to prepare and publish an evaluation report in
accordance with Section 32 of the RMA, specifically:
5 Public notice and provision of document to public bodies
(1) A local authority that has prepared a proposed policy statement or plan must—
(a) prepare an evaluation report for the proposed policy statement or plan in accordance
with section 32 and have particular regard to that report when deciding whether to proceed with
the statement or plan; and
22 Form of request
(1) A request made under clause 21 shall be made to the appropriate local authority in writing and
shall explain the purpose of, and reasons for, the proposed plan or change to a policy statement
or plan and contain an evaluation report prepared in accordance with section 32 for the proposed
plan or change.

Section 32(1)(c) requires that the evaluation under s32:
(c) contain a level of detail that corresponds to the scale and significance of the environmental,
economic, social, and cultural effects that are anticipated from the implementation of the
proposal.

An evaluation of the proposed noise provisions in the context of s32 is provided
below.

6.2 Appropriateness

of

objectives

to

achieve

the

purpose of the RMA
Section 32(1)(a) requires an examination of the extent to which the objectives2
of the proposal3 being evaluated are the most appropriate way to achieve the
purpose of this Act.

2

objectives means,—
(a) for a proposal that contains or states objectives, those objectives:
(b) for all other proposals, the purpose of the proposal. (s32(6) RMA)
3
proposal means a proposed standard, statement, national planning standard, regulation, plan, or change for
which an evaluation report must be prepared under this Act. (s32(6) RMA)
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The objective of the proposed noise provisions (derived from the Port Noise
Standard NZS 6809: 1999) is as follows:
▪ To ensure the long-term compatibility of ports and their neighbours by the
application of appropriate land use planning techniques.
Any plan rule to manage port noise emissions must be in accordance with the
mandatory noise measurement methods and symbols in the Port Noise
Standard NZS 6809: 1999. The National Planning Standards have been
prepared under the RMA 1991. It is therefore appropriate to conclude that
adoption of the Port Noise Standard in the Whangarei District Plan is the most
appropriate way to achieve the purpose of the RMA in the context of s32(1)1(a).

6.3 Appropriateness

of

provisions

to

achieve

the

objective
Section 32(1)(b) requires an examination of whether the provisions 4 in the
proposal are the most appropriate way to achieve the objective. This
examination is to be achieved by:
(i) identifying other reasonably practicable options for achieving the objectives; and
(ii) assessing the efficiency and effectiveness of the provisions in achieving the objectives; and
(iii) summarising the reasons for deciding on the provisions;

Section 32(2) requires that the assessment of efficiency and effectiveness
under s32(1)(b)(ii) must:
(a) identify and assess the benefits and costs of the environmental, economic, social, and cultural
effects that are anticipated from the implementation of the provisions, including the
opportunities for—
(i) economic growth that are anticipated to be provided or reduced; and
(ii) employment that are anticipated to be provided or reduced; and
(b) if practicable, quantify the benefits and costs referred to in paragraph (a); and
(c) assess the risk of acting or not acting if there is uncertain or insufficient information about the
subject matter of the provisions.

4

provisions means,—
(a) for a proposed plan or change, the policies, rules, or other methods that implement, or give effect to, the
objectives of the proposed plan or change:
(b) for all other proposals, the policies or provisions of the proposal that implement, or give effect to, the
objectives of the proposal. (s32(6) RMA)
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Consideration of Alternatives
Given the mandatory direction under Section 15 of the National Planning
Standards to adopt the Port Noise Standard, and the fact that the objective
has been derived from that standard, there are no other viable alternatives to
achieve the objective. However, there is flexibility in how the standards are to
be achieved.
Prior to considering the efficiency and effectiveness of the provisions under
s32(1)(b)(ii), it is necessary to consider two preliminary matters related to the
assumptions behind the determination of the Inner and Outer Control
Boundaries, and the rationale for the proposed insulation design noise limits.
Inner and Outer Noise Control Boundaries
The Inner and Outer Noise Control Boundaries have been determined based
on the maximum predicted noise associated with the proposed expansion of
Northport. The consent application for the expansion is expected to be lodged
within the next four months.
If the expansion consents are not granted, the only downside of retaining the
modelled contours would be the continued need for adequate insulation for
new builds. However, as indicated in the efficiency and effectiveness
assessment below, the associated compliance costs are minimal in any event.
Building with adequate insulation will improve amenity in relation to existing
Port noise, regardless of whether operations are expanded.
Rationale for noise limits
The proposed design sound level for new builds and extensions, and for Port
noise mitigation, is 5 decibels more stringent than recommended in the Port
Noise Standard. This is because the Port noise standard is primarily set up for
existing ports with stable operations and where there is existing tension
between ports and communities. This suggests more stringent controls are
appropriate for ‘new’ or expanding ports.
The Port Noise Standard (section 6.5) contains two tables detailing control
measures (Table 1 relating to existing ports and Table 2 relating to new ports).
The

proposed

controls

are

consistent

with

Table

2,

although

the

recommendation of 40 dB Ldn is best practice5 rather than the 45 dB Ldn code
5

The equivalent provisions for airports in NAV.6.6.1.c.i set an indoor design level of 40 dB Ldn. The port noise

standard was based on the airport noise standard. Most ports and airports have moved to 40 dB Ldn as best
practice.
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minimum. 6.5.2 uses the words “no less stringent than 45 dB Ldn” and C6.5.2

states that “it should be noted that an indoor design sound level of 45 dB L dn
is the upper limit of acceptability, and a more stringent indoor design sound
level may be appropriate in such situations”.
Efficiency and effectiveness of the existing noise provisions (status quo)
Notwithstanding that retaining the existing provisions is contrary to the
National Planning Standards, for completeness and comparison the efficiency
and effectiveness of the existing noise provisions in achieving the objective is
assessed in Table 5 below.
Existing NAV

Benefits

Costs

NAV.6.1

Economic

Economic

55 dB LAeq (day)

▪ No sound insultation required –

▪ May prevent the port from

Provisions

45 dB LAeq
(night)
75 LAFmax

primarily a cost saving benefit

expanding depending on the

to the port operator.

outcome of what would be a

(night)

▪ None known.

No sound

Social

insultation
requirements

necessary resource consent

Environmental

application.
▪ Costs associated with resource
consent application (Northport

Lower noise limit overall.
Cultural
▪ None known.

and submitters) + potential
appeal costs (affecting WDC also).
Environmental
▪ None known.
Social
▪ New buildings/sensitive activities
may not be built with adequate
sound insulation, resulting in
adverse social impacts.
▪ Unknown future noise
environment due to it being left
to the resource consent process.
Cultural
None known.

Table 5: Efficiency and effectiveness (existing noise provisions).
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Efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed noise provisions
The efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed noise provisions in achieving
the objective is assessed in Table 6 below.
New NAV

Benefits

Costs

NAV-R16

Economic

Economic

Noise arising

▪ Enables the port to operate and

▪ The expected cost to Northport to

from Port

expand in a planned manner,

mitigate port noise above 55 dB

activities and

with future noise levels

Ldn (5-day)

associated NAV-

predicted, and new sensitive

average indoor sound level of 40

REQ1

uses appropriately designed.

dB Ldn (5-day) in accordance with

This will avoid resource consent

the requirements of the Port

processes, potential accruing

Noise Management Plan is

associated national and

expected to be approximately

regional benefits.

$8,000.00-$10,000.00 per

Provisions

to achieve a special

dwelling (i.e. the cost of a

Environmental

ventilation system).

▪ Limits port noise to levels
recommended in a New
Zealand Standard, where those
limits are designed to strike and
appropriate balance between
amenity values and ongoing
port use and development.
▪ Recognises the specific

Environmental
▪ None known.
Social
▪ Increased noise in Reotahi at
night and in Marsden Bay during
the day.

characteristics of the locality.
▪ Sets up a framework which
focusses on ports reducing their
noise and managing their
effects, rather than a traditional
limit/enforcement
arrangement.
Social
▪ Provides certainty for sensitive
receivers (existing and future)
through until 2035.
▪ Enables ongoing community
input to limiting noise from port
operations via the Port Noise
Management Plan.
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Cultural
▪ None known.
NAV-R17

Economic

Economic

New noise

NAV-R17(1)

NAV-R17(1)

▪ No impact as there are no

▪ There are no properties located

sensitive
activities or
external
alteration of

properties located within the

within the Inner Noise Boundary,

Inner Noise Boundary.

and so there are no effects
associated with this rule.

noise sensitive

NAV-R17(2)

activities

▪ Avoids the potential for undue
restrictions on port operations

NAV-R17(2)
▪ There are unlikely to be any

due to reverse sensitivity

additional construction costs

concerns, and the associated

associated with this rule (i.e. no

economic costs of such

additional layers of Gib or thicker

restrictions.

windows etc). The new or altered
parts of buildings would simply

Environmental

need to be able close windows

▪ Avoids or lessons the potential

while maintaining adequate

for complaints about port noise

ventilation and cooling in rooms

from future sensitive receivers

fronting the most exposed

through appropriate design and

façades (2-4 rooms typically). This

construction of dwellings.

would be satisfied with a normal
HRV system and heat pump (if

Social
▪ Ensures a high level of internal
amenity for new buildings and
alterations to existing buildings.
Cultural
▪ None known.

there is not one already). These
systems are fairly typical for new
builds, and so additional
construction costs to comply with
NAV-R17(2) are not expected.
▪ Certification by an appropriately
qualified acoustic engineer will
be approximately $2,500.00 per
dwelling.
Environmental
▪ None known.
Social
▪ None known.
Cultural
▪ None known.

Table 6: Efficiency and effectiveness (proposed noise provisions).
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Summary of reasons for deciding on the provisions
The reasons for deciding on the proposed provisions are as follows:
1.

They strike an appropriate balance between providing for current and
future Northport operations, whilst maintaining an appropriate level of
amenity, consistent with national direction. This is consistent with the
National Planning Standards, NZS 6809: 1999, RPS, PC144, and PC148.

2.

The provisions provide long-term certainty through to 2035.

3.

Northport will only be exposed to economic costs associated with Port
noise mitigation if port operations succeed the specified threshold. This
provides an appropriate incentive for ongoing best practice in respect to
port noise.

4. The economic costs to landowners are minimal as most new dwellings
have some form of ventilation associated with them and are constructed
with appropriate materials.
5.

The Port Noise Management Plan community liaison requirement
provides an opportunity for ongoing input into best practice.

Risk of acting or not acting if there is uncertain or insufficient information
about the subject matter of the provisions
There is no uncertain or insufficient information associated with the proposed
provisions. The risk of not acting is that new dwellings may be constructed, or
existing

dwellings

extended,

without

adequate

insulation/ventilation.

Furthermore, there is a risk of non-compliance with the existing NAV
provisions as they apply to Northport during the life of the District Plan.
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APPENDIX 1
DRAFT PORT NOISE PROVISIONS

Confidential and Without Prejudice - DRAFT WDC Northport Noise Rules

NAV-R16

Noise Arising from Port Activities

All land
inside the
Port Inner
and Outer
Control
Boundaries

Activity Status: Permitted
Where:
1.

The noise measured at any point on land at, or

Activity Status when
compliance not
achieved: Noncomplying

beyond, the Port Inner Control Boundary does not
exceed:
a.

58 dB Ldn (5-day) or 61 dB Ldn (1-day) (day and night)

b.

53 dB LAeq (9 hrs), 58 dB LAeq (15 min), and 78 dB LAFmax
between the hours of 22:00 and 7:00 (night-time).

2.

The noise measured at any point on land at, or
beyond, the Port Outer Control Boundary does not
exceed:
a.

55 dB Ldn (5-day) or 58 dB Ldn (1-day) (day and night)

b.

50 dB LAeq (9hrs), 55 dB LAeq (15min) and 75 dB LAFmax
between the hours of 22:00 and 7:00 (night-time).

3.

Measured or predicted noise at the external façade of a
habitable space in a residential unit existing at the
operative date of this plan [insert date] located between
the Inner and Outer Control Boundaries exceeds 55 dB
Ldn (5-day) , and the port operator has:
(a) Confirmed by measurement, that the spatial
average indoor sound level within any habitable
space does not exceed 40 dB Ldn (5-day) with all
windows and doors open, or
(b) Has offered mitigation, in accordance with the Port
Noise Management Plan and the Port Noise
Mitigation Plan, to achieve an indoor sound level of
40 dB Ldn (5-day).

4.

The Port Operator has prepared, annually reviews,
and is operating in accordance with a Port Noise
Management Plan, which must include, but is not
limited to, the matters set out in REQ-1A; and

5.

The Port Operator implements and annually reviews a
port noise mitigation plan for the purpose of
determining the offer of acoustic treatment under NAV-
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R16(3), which must include, but is not limited to, the
matters set out in REQ-1B; and
6.

The Port Operator has established, maintained, and
participates in a Port Noise Liaison Committee, which
must operate in accordance with the requirement of
REQ-1C.

Compliance Standard:
1.

The noise arising from port activities shall be assessed
in accordance with NZS 6809:1999 Acoustics – Port
Noise Management and Land Use Planning.

2.

NAV-R17
All land
between
the Port
Inner and
Outer
Control
Boundaries
except land
in the
PORTZ,
and
PREC6.

Refer also to REQ-1B.3

New noise sensitive activities or the Replacement of an Existing Residential Unit
Between the Port Inner Control Boundary and the Port Outer Control Boundary
Activity Status: Non-Complying
Where:
1. The new residential unit is not designed, constructed and maintained to achieve an
indoor noise level of 40 dB Ldn(5-day) or less in all habitable rooms.
2. Windows and doors are required to be closed to achieve the sound levels in NAVR17.1, all habitable rooms are not designed, constructed and maintained to
provide:
a.

Mechanical ventilation that satisfies clause G4 of the New Zealand Building
Code and that is adjustable by the occupant to control the ventilation rate in
increments up to a high air flow setting that provides at least 6 air changes per
hour; and

b.

Relief for equivalent volumes of spill air; and

c.

Cooling and heating that is controllable by the occupant and that can maintain
the inside temperature of the habitable room between 180C and 250C.

Compliance Standards:
1. Refer to REQ-1B.3

NAV-R18
All land
between
the Port

Extension to a noise sensitive activity between the Port Inner Control Boundary
and the Port Outer Control Boundary
Activity Status: Non-Complying
Where:
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Inner and
Outer
Control
Boundaries
except land
in the
PORTZ,
and
PREC6.

1. The extension involves the creation of a new habitable room and:
a.

The habitable room(s) is not designed, constructed and maintained to achieve
an indoor noise level of 40 dB Ldn(5-day) or less.

b.

Where the windows and doors are required to be closed to achieve the sound
levels in NAV-R18.1, the habitable room(s) is not designed, constructed and
maintained to provide:
i. Mechanical ventilation that satisfies clause G4 of the New Zealand
Building Code and that is adjustable by the occupant to control the
ventilation rate in increments up to a high air flow setting that provides at
least 6 air changes per hour; and
ii. Relief for equivalent volumes of spill air; and
iii. Cooling and heating that is controllable by the occupant and that can
maintain the inside temperature of the habitable room(s) between 180C
and 250C.

Compliance Standards:
1. Refer to REQ-1B.3

NAV-R18

Noise sensitive activities at or within the Port Inner Control Boundary

All Zones
other than
the PORTZ,
and PREC6

Activity Status: Prohibited
Where:
1.
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NAV-R17 Table 1:
Octave Band Centre Frequency (dBZ)

Incident
pressure
(dB)

sound
level

63Hz

125Hz

250Hz

500Hz

1kHz

2kHz

4kHz

+4

+1

-2

-2

-7

-9

-6

NAV-R17 Figure 1:
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REQ-1A Port Noise Management Plan
REQ-1A.1 Minimum port noise management plan provisions
The Port Noise Management Plan required by NAV-R16(1) must contain the
following:
1.

The Port Noise Management Plan objectives being;
a) Ensure the Port Operator complies with the relevant noise rules in NAVR16;
b) Provide a framework for the measurement, monitoring, assessment, and
management of port noise levels;
c) Identify and adopt the best practicable option for the management of
noise effects
d) Require engagement with the community and timely management of
noise complaints

2.

Detailed procedures for the implementation of NAV-R16 including the Port
Noise Mitigation Plan outlined in REQ-1B, and the establishment and
maintenance of a Port Noise Liaison Committee outlined in REQ-1C;

3.

A list of Port Noise Liaison Committee functions;

4.

Procedures for recommendations of the Port Noise Liaison Committee to be
considered and determined by the Port Operator;

5.

Noise modelling, noise monitoring, auditing and reporting procedures;

6.

Complaint handling procedures;

7.

Procedures for achieving noise reduction through port operational
procedures and staff and contractor training; and

8.

Procedures for annual review of the Port Noise Management Plan.

REQ-1A.2 Minimum monitoring and reporting requirements
1.

The Port Operator must produce and include in the Port Noise Management Plan
Current Port Noise Contour Map based on a forecast for a busy 5 day operating
scenario for the coming year. The contour map must be reviewed at least on an
annual basis or when a change to port operations is likely to affect the levels
of port noise received on land inside the Port Outer Control Boundary. Port
noise contours must be modelled at 1dB intervals between 55 dB Ldn (5-day) and 65
dB Ldn (5-day).

2.

To ensure the accuracy of the Current Port Noise Contour Map, the Port Operator
must perform field verification of calculated sound exposure levels where there is
notable change to the predicted noise contours due to port expansion or a new
noisy activity.

3.

All noise affected properties confirmed as eligible for mitigation under REQ-1B
must be identified on the Current Port Noise Contour Map.

4.

The Port Operator must maintain an acoustic certificate register. A copy of the
register and acoustic certificates for noise affected properties must be supplied
to Council. Copies of the register and acoustic certificates must also be held at the
offices of the Port Operator and the Whangārei District Council and made
available to members of the public on request.

5.

The Port Operator must maintain a register of noise complaints and report the
details of complaints and any action taken to investigate and resolve complaints
to the Port Noise Liaison Committee at the next meeting.

6.

Copies of the Port Noise Management Plan are to be held at the offices of the Port
Operator and the Whangārei District Council and on their respective websites,
and made available to members of the public on request.

7.

The Port Operator, in consultation with the Port Noise Liaison committee, shall
prepare an annual report on port noise and adherence to the Port Noise
Management and Port Noise Mitigation Plan. The report must include, but not be
limited to:

a) Updated Current Port Noise Contour Map in accordance with REQ-1A.2(1)

b) Where changes are made, the updated versions of the:
i.

Port Noise Management Plan;

ii.

Port Noise Mitigation Plan;

iii.

Details of residential units that may be eligible for acoustic treatment
in the coming year due to updates to the Current Port Noise Contour
Map;

iv.

A record of all acoustic mitigation works undertaken in the
preceding year, including records of offers of mitigation that have
been refused;

v.

Any physical monitoring undertaken and the results of that
monitoring; and

vi.

Complaints received and actions taken.

REQ-1B Port Noise Mitigation Plan
REQ-1B.1 Mitigation for noise affected properties 55 dB Ldn (5-day) and above
The Port Operator must offer to provide acoustic treatment for noise affected
properties which receive, at the external façade of a habitable space in a
residential unit existing at the operative date of this plan [insert date], levels
of port noise that are:
(a) Predicted to exceed 55 dB Ldn (5-day) in the Current Port Noise Contour Map; and
(b) The spatial average indoor sound level within any habitable space within a
residential unit exceeds, or is predicted to exceed, 40 dB Ldn

(5 day)

with all

windows and doors open.
The Port Operator shall make an offer for acoustic treatment in writing to the
owner(s) of any noise effected property to install acoustic treatment to achieve a
spatial average indoor design sound level in the existing habitable spaces of the
building(s) of 40 dB Ldn (5-day). The indoor design sound level must be achieved with
all windows and doors open unless adequate alternative
ventilation and means of cooling is provided by the Port Operator.
REQ-1B.2 Owner to decide
The owner of each such noise affected property must have the right to elect
whether to accept the offer of acoustic treatment, and there is no time limit on the
owner's acceptance of the offer.
REQ-1B.3 Acoustic treatment
Where acoustic treatment is provided, it must be done in accordance with the
following compliance standards:

1. A certificate from a Recognised Acoustician, confirming that the residential
unit will achieve the minimum sound insulation requirements, is required to
confirm compliance with NAV-R16(6)
2. The assumed external incident noise level on the building façade shall be
determined from the Current Port Noise Contour Map prepared in accordance
with REQ-1A(1), assuming the port noise spectrum shape in NAV-R17 Table 1.
3. Acoustic treatment of noise affected properties must be carried out in
accordance with procedures specified in the Port Noise Mitigation Plan.

REQ-1C Port Noise Liaison Committee
1. The Port Noise Liaison Committee required under NAV-R16(3) must include an
independent chair who is paid for by the Port Operator and must comprise, but
not be limited to, members appointed by the following organisations:
a) Port Operator (2);
b) Port Users (2);
c) Northland Regional Council and/or Whangārei District Council (2);
d) Community representatives from Reotahi (2);
e) Community representatives from Albany Road (2);
2. General duty to committee: The Port Operator must implement, to the extent
reasonably possible, all recommendations of the Port Noise Liaison Committee
that can be implemented within budget and without compromising the
efficiency, safety and competitiveness of port operations.
3. Role of the Port Noise Liaison Committee: The Port Noise Liaison Committee
must consider all noise issues arising from the port operation and carry out the
functions identified in the Port Noise Management Plan and mitigation
functions identified in REQ-1B.
4. Port Noise Liaison Committee resourcing: The Port Operator must provide for
the implementation and maintenance of the Port Noise Liaison Committee as
follows:
a)

The Port Operator must provide secretarial and logistic support for the Port
Noise Liaison Committee.

b) The Port Operator must arrange for the Port Noise Liaison Committee to
meet on not less than once a year and must identify procedures in the Port
Noise Management Plan for calling an emergency meeting of the
committee.
c)

The Port Operator must provide an annual budget for noise mitigation that
reasonably provides for the Port Noise Liaison Committee.

d) The Port Operator must make copies of the minutes of the Port Noise
Liaison Committee and must supply copies on request.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION
Northport Limited (Northport) has engaged Marshall Day Acoustics Limited (MDA) to review the
Whangārei District Plan (WDP) noise rules applying to port operations. Plan Change 88 (PC88)
proposes changes to the Operative WDP, including the relevant rules in the Noise and Vibration
(NAV) chapter.
Chapter 15 of the National Planning Standards (NPS) is titled ‘Noise and Vibration Metrics Standard’.
It requires the application of New Zealand Standard NZS 6809: 1999 ‘Acoustics – Port Noise
Management and Land Use Planning’ (the Port Noise Standard). Therefore, the NAV rules must
include the measurement and assessment methods in the Port Noise Standard, but there is some
discretion on the application of the recommended noise limits imposed. The Port Noise Standard
has already been adopted and applied by most of the major New Zealand Ports.
Northport is in the early stages of developing its master planning, with a view to enabling anticipated
freight demand and securing the long-term future growth for the region. More information on
Northport’s ‘Vision For Growth’ can be found at www.vision4growth.co.nz.
Port noise contours have been modelled for the peak periods during ‘current’ (2020) and ‘future’
(2035) operational scenarios. The current scenario enables an understanding of the existing noise
environment for benchmarking purposes. The future scenario, with the Vision For Growth realised,
enables the establishment of appropriate Inner and Outer Port Noise Control Boundaries in
accordance with the Port Noise Standard.
A glossary of technical terms is included in Appendix A and an aerial image of current Northport
operations at Marsden Point is included in Appendix B.

2.0

PLANNING STANDARDS

2.1

Regional Coastal Plan for Northland (RCP)
Northport operates in the Coastal Marine Area. With reference to RCP Map A3, vessels berth in the
Marine 5 (Port Facilities) Management Area. The relevant policies in Chapter 29 of the Operative
RCP, and requirements in rule 31.7.12 (a), generally align with, or defer to, the WDP controls
summarised in Section 2.2 below. This is largely unchanged with reference to the Proposed RCP rule
C.1.8.22 (appeals version, July 2019).

2.2

Operative Whangārei District Plan (WDP)

2.2.1 Zoning
Zoning maps are included in Appendix B. Northport operates on land zoned Marsden Point Port. The
port is bordered by the oil refinery (Business 4) to the east and south, and dwellings in Marsden Bay
to the west (Living 1) and Reotahi to the north across Whangārei Harbour (Living 1 and 3).

2.2.2 Objectives and Policies
Chapter 25 sets out the Marsden Point Port zone objectives and policies. Objective 25.3.1 is
reproduced below:
“The avoidance, remediation or mitigation of the adverse effects of activities on the environment
at Marsden Point during the development of land for a deep water port.
Explanation and Reasons: The new deep water port at Marsden Point is a significant physical
resource which contributes to the social and economic wellbeing of the people and communities
of Whangarei and the Northland-Region. The objective seeks to ensure the continued existence,
expansion and development of this resource, while at the same time ensuring that the adverse
effects of activities on the environment at Marsden Point are avoided, remedied or mitigated.”
This document may not be reproduced in full or in part without the written consent of Marshall Day Acoustics Limited
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Supporting polices and methods of control are provided. The Anticipated Environmental Results in
WDP rule 25.6 include:
•

“The continued efficient and safe operation of the Marsden Point Port, with provision for
controlled growth in the future.

•

Effects of the Port (including noise) on surrounding amenity values are controlled to a level
deemed acceptable in the District Plan.

•

The continued operation of the Port is not hindered by future land use and development
proximate to the Port.”

In summary, the WDP anticipates and supports controlled growth of Northport operations, coupled
with a balance of port noise controls and land use controls to address noise effects.

2.2.3 Noise Limits
Noise limits applying to Northport operations are contained in WDP rule NAV.6.1. The relevant rules
are reproduced in Appendix C. In summary, Northport must comply with the following noise limits in
the Living Environments:
•

0700 – 2200 hours (day)

•

2200 – 0700 hours (night) 45 dB LAeq and 75 dB LAFmax

55 dB LAeq

The primary constraints are the night-time noise limits applying in the Marsden Bay and Reotahi
Living zones.

2.2.4 Sound Insulation Requirements
The NAV rules state: “In certain areas noise sensitive activities are restricted in order to ensure the
unhindered and continued operation of high noise generating activities. In other areas the provision
of acoustic insulation requirements for buildings containing noise sensitive activities in high noise
environments will allow various activities to co-exist in Environments anticipating mixed use.
Guidance from the most recent New Zealand Standards will ensure that noise levels are measured
and analysed in accordance with international best practice.”
To minimise reverse sensitivity effects, NAV.6.5 sets minimum Sound Insulation Requirements for the
design and construction of new noise sensitive activities established in high noise environments. It
provides external design noise levels, spectrum shapes and maximum internal noise levels for
habitable spaces. This is applicable, for example, near Port Nikau, but does not currently apply in
relation to the Marsden Point Port zone.
Northport is currently well positioned, at considerable distance from noise sensitive receivers in
Marsden Bay and Reotahi. As a result, minimum Sound Insulation Requirements have not been
necessary in these receiving environments to date. However, as anticipated in rule 25.6 (refer Section
2.2.2 above), similar land use controls may be required to enable future growth.

2.3

District Plan Changes: Urban and Services (PC88 and PC144)
Proposed planning maps 38 and 43 generally align with the operative WDP, except the zone names
have been updated as follows:
•

Port: Marsden Point Port zone is replaced with to Port Zone (SPPO). The Port Zone covers two
areas of land, with Port Management Area A being the extent of Northport operations that are
relevant to this report.

•

Oil refinery: Business 4 zone is replaced with Heavy Industrial Zone

•

Marsden Bay: Living 1 zone is replaced with Medium-density Residential Zone
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•

Reotahi: Living 1 and 3 zones are replaced with Rural Village Residential Zone

PC144 sets out the relevant zone objectives and policies for the proposed Port Zone Chapter (SPPO).
They generally align with the operative WDP controls summarised in Section 2.2 above.
PC88 proposes small changes to the NAV chapter of the WDP. The noise rules generally align with the
operative WDP controls summarised in Section 2.2 above. However, there are three key issues with
the Port Zone noise rules in NAV.6.1:
1. They must require assessment of port noise in accordance with the Port Noise Standard (refer
NPS in Section 2.4 below).
2. There are no sound insulation requirements associated with new noise sensitive activities near
the Port Zone. This does not enable the anticipated controlled growth of Northport operations
while controlling noise levels and nearby land use to manage noise effects. The Port Noise
Standard provides guidance on noise limits and appropriate land use controls for existing ports.
3. The Port Zone noise limits are proposed to apply at the immediately adjacent Conservation Open
Space zone. This is neither practical nor appropriate and Northport should be excluded from this
requirement.

2.4

National Planning Standards (NPS)
Chapter 15 of the National Planning Standards (NPS)1 titled ‘Noise and Vibration Metrics Standard’ is
reproduced for reference in Appendix C. In summary: “Any plan rule to manage noise emissions must
be in accordance with the mandatory noise measurement methods and symbols in the applicable
New Zealand Standards incorporated by reference into the planning standards and listed below”. The
two standards of relevance are:
•

New Zealand Standard 6801:2008 Acoustics – Measurement of environmental sound

•

New Zealand Standard 6809:1999 Acoustics – Port noise management and land use planning

Any revision of the WDP NAV port noise rules must refer to the measurement and assessment
methods in the Standards above. Beyond this, an NPS supporting document titled ‘Guidance for 15.
Noise and Vibration Metrics Standards’ notes “it does not provide direction for plan content such as
noise limits”, but recommends “the standards should be read as a whole, to provide context for
specific provisions”.
The Port Noise Standard is already in use by most of the major New Zealand Ports (e.g. Port Napier
and Port Otago), including the necessary measurement and assessment provisions, as well as port
noise limits and land use controls within appropriate Port Noise Control Boundaries. These aspects
are discussed in more detail in Section 3.0.

3.0

PORT NOISE STANDARD (NZS 6809: 1999)

3.1

Overview
The objective of the Port Noise Standard is to ensure the long-term compatibility of ports and their
neighbours by the application of appropriate land use planning techniques. The Standard recognises
the need for ports to operate in an effective manner and provides guidelines to ensure that any
adjacent residential communities can co-exist with ports and their associated activities. This is
achieved in two parts:

1

Ministry for the Environment. 2019. National Planning Standards. Wellington: Ministry for the Environment.
https://www.mfe.govt.nz/sites/default/files/media/RMA/national-planning-standards-november-2019.pdf
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•

Noise Control Boundaries (land use controls to avoid reverse sensitivity associated with the ‘hum’
of port operations)

•

Port Noise Management Plan (minimise noise effects within the port, such as ‘banging’ from log
handling)

The primary focus of this report is the Noise Control Boundaries, but both parts are summarised in
the following two sub sections.

3.2

Noise Control Boundaries

3.2.1 Noise Contours
The Port Noise Standard uses the concept of Inner and Outer Noise Control Boundaries which it
recommends be incorporated into planning maps in the District Plan. Each boundary has an
associated range of permitted and conditional activities.
The Inner and Outer Control Boundaries are based around an acoustic parameter called the
Day/Night Level or Ldn which is measured in dBA. This parameter is essentially the energy average
sound level calculated over a 24-hour period. Night-time noise is weighted by adding 10 decibels to
reflect the greater sensitivity to noise at night. In the Port Noise Standard, the Inner and Outer Noise
Control Boundaries equate to a predicted noise level over a 5-day period of 65 dBA Ldn and 55 dBA Ldn
respectively.
Section 6.4.2 of the Port Noise Standard recommends that the location and extent of the Noise
Control Boundaries should be determined with regard to:
a) “Port location and proximity to current or potential residential areas;
b) Port activity types (current and future);
c) Frequency of ship movement by type, time of day, duration of stay and expected berth
location;
d) Variation in port activities within a year (e.g. due to seasonal factors);
e) Appropriate meteorological effects as set out in NZS 6801;
f)

Current and future port capacity and any proposed port operations;

g) Noise monitoring data; and
h) The best practicable option for reduction of noise emissions.”

3.2.2 Land Use Controls
The Noise Control Boundaries are derived from the noise contours for the predicted peak operations
period in the lifetime of the District Plan, which is typically 10 – 15 years in the future.
The Noise Control Boundaries are determined based on predicted noise contours. The relationship
between predicted noise contours and Noise Control Boundaries is illustrated in the example from
NZS 6809: 1999, reproduced as Figure 1 overleaf. The Noise Control Boundaries are inclusive,
following cadastral boundaries (i.e. if the relevant predicted noise contour cuts through part of the
property, the whole property is included within the Boundary).
The WDP must include policies, objectives and rules to define the status of activities within the Noise
Control Boundaries to achieve the purpose of the Port Noise Standard.
Any building or part of a building used for a noise sensitive activity with the Noise Control Boundaries
should be required to be adequately insulated from port noise. As such, any room used for a noise
sensitive activity should be designed to achieve an indoor sound level from port noise not exceeding
45 dB Ldn, with all the windows and doors closed.
This document may not be reproduced in full or in part without the written consent of Marshall Day Acoustics Limited
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Figure 1: Example of Inner and Outer Control Boundaries from Figure 1 of NZS6803: 1999)

The Port Noise Standard provides that following
recommended rules for noise sensitive activities within the
Noise Control Boundaries represented in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Control areas A, B and C
from Figure 2 of NZS6803: 1999

Area A - Inside the Inner Control Boundary
(i.e. noise levels above 65 dB Ldn):
•

“New noise sensitive activities should be prohibited.

•

In exceptional circumstances new noise-sensitive activities
could be discretionary activities subject to conditions
requiring that buildings used for such activities be
adequately insulated from port noise.

•

Alterations or additions to existing buildings associated
with noise-sensitive activities should be discretionary
activities, subject to conditions requiring that alterations or
additions to existing buildings used for noise-sensitive
activities, be adequately insulated from port noise.”

Area B – Between the Inner and Outer Control Boundaries (i.e. 55 dB Ldn – 65 dB Ldn):
•

“New noise sensitive activities, and alterations or additions to existing buildings used for noise
sensitive activities, should be permitted activities subject to conditions requiring that new
buildings for alterations or additions to existing buildings used for noise-sensitive activities, be
adequately insulated from port noise.”

Area C – Outside the Outer Control Boundary (i.e. noise levels less than 55 dB Ldn)
•

No recommended land use controls
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3.2.3 Noise Limits
The Port Noise Standard recommends the noise limits in Table 1 for existing Ports. Note that the
daytime period is 0700 – 2200 hours on any day, and the night-time period is 2200 – 0700 hours on
the following day.
Table 1: Noise Limits for existing ports
Location

Day-night (Long term)

Night-time (Short term)

At any point on land at, or beyond, the inner
control boundary (i.e. beyond Area A)

65 dB Ldn (5-day)

60 dB LAeq (9 hrs)

68 dB Ldn (1-day)

65 dB LAeq (15 min)
85 dB LAFmax

The operative WDP LAeq noise limits (Section 2.2) are not directly comparable with the proposed Port
Noise Standard limits due to the +10 decibels penalty applied by the Ldn descriptor at night. However,
to enable evaluation, the operative 55 / 45 dB LAeq (day / night) noise limits typically enables
50 – 52 dB Ldn of continuous port noise. The Port Noise Standards Outer Control Boundary is inclusive
of all properties onto which the 55 dB Ldn noise contour extends. Therefore, properties just beyond
the Outer Control Boundary would have approximately 3 – 5 decibels less amenity protection
compared with the existing Operative provisions.
The main advantage of implementing the Port Noise Standard is to provide a structured framework
for land use planning within the Outer Control Boundary as it expands to enable future port growth.
Furthermore, the Port Noise Standard requires Northport to implement a Noise Management Plan,
which, if rigorously applied and appraised, would ensure that the best practicable option (BPO) is
adopted (refer Section 3.3).

3.3

Port Noise Management Plan
The Port Noise Standard recommends that a Port Noise Management Plan (NMP) should be
developed to complement the proposed Port Noise Control Boundaries and associated planning
restrictions. It states: “The need for a management plan recognises that noise levels adjacent to the
port may at times be higher than desirable.” The Port Noise Standard provides guidance on the
development and application of an NMP to “ensure that emissions of noise from port activities is
minimised, consistent with practicality, safety and the efficient operation, use and development of the
ports”.
MDA has helped Northport prepare a draft NMP2. It is consistent with the port noise management
requirements in Section 8 of the Port Noise Standard.
The objectives of the NMP are to:
•

Ensure the port complies with the relevant noise performance standards

•

Provide a framework for the measurement, monitoring, assessment, and management of noise

•

Identify and adopt the BPO for the management of noise effects

•

Require engagement with the community and timely management of complaints

The NMP would apply at all times. It would be considered a ‘living document’ that is expanded and
updated as appropriate.

2

MDA report Rp 001 20170776 (Port Noise Management Plan), dated 7 June 2019
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The remainder of this report is focused on the implementation of Noise Control Boundaries
(Section 3.2).

4.0

MODELLING METHODOLOGY

4.1

Overview
A computer-based noise model is used to predict the ‘energy average’ noise emissions from the Port
over a peak 5-day operating period. The model consists of the following parts that must be accurate
in order for the noise contours to be reliable:

4.2

•

Noise sources
The equipment reference noise levels are representative. Measurements have been made of
representative Port machinery to determine the sound power levels in the model.

•

Operational scenario
The operational assumptions are representative, including the location of sources and their
operational duration. These assumptions have been developed, and reviewed, with the Port on a
regular basis since 2017.

•

Modelling methodology
The software takes into account attenuation due to distance, shielding, ground absorption,
topography, air absorption and assigns the +10 decibels night weighting for the Ldn index. It
enables both individual and cumulative assessment of noise emissions.

•

Calibration
The model relies on short-term and long-term monitoring to verify the shape of the overall level
of the contours and calibrate the model.

Noise Sources
The noise source data for the model was prepared from representative machinery data measured at
other New Zealand ports.
In every case, the octave band spectrum of the noise source was measured at a known distance
while the equipment undertook several cycles of operation. From this data, the sound power level of
the equipment was calculated. The calculated sound powers were cross checked against data for
similar equipment. Table 2 summarises the sources used in the current (2020) noise model.
Table 2: Noise sources used in the operational noise models
Noise Sources used in Model*

Sound Power Level (dB LwA)

Cranes, trains

110 – 120

Normal Ships (e.g. log, container, cruise)

105 – 115

Straddle carriers, log loaders and trucks

100 – 110

Small fork-lifts

90 – 100

Reefer units

85 – 90

* Vehicles on public roads are excluded from port noise contours

4.3

Operational Scenario
The Current Port Noise Maps are produced from the busy 5-day operational scenario model. The
Port operational input assumptions are essential to ensure the model reflects the representative
peak 5-day period of cargo throughput or activity.
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The modelling assumptions include a description, the number of, and an equivalent ‘on-time’
description for each noise source. The ‘on-time’ operational profile is explained by way of the
following three examples, shown in Figure 1C of the Current Port Noise Maps (2020) included in
Appendix D:

4.4

•

Item A1: ‘C3 Log trucks’
This represents C3 log truck trips on-site. The ‘average day per 5-day’ for the noise source is split
into day (0700-2200) and night (2200-0700) periods to enable application of the night weighting
in the Ldn index. The sound power level of one truck is modelled travelling along the line shown in
Figure 1C at an average speed of 15km/h. The number of movements is input as 119 truck
movements per day and 35 per night over the 5-day peak period, and 8 during the peak 15
minutes at night.

•

Item A5: ‘Log Loaders (2 units loading ship)’
This represents two log loaders operating on Wharf 1. There is only one source included in the
model, as denoted in the ‘No.’ column. The noise source is shown at a representative location
identified in Figure 1C. The daytime ‘on-time’ summary description ‘200%’ during both day and
night-time periods account for the source representing 2 units operating at 100%.

•

Item A7: ‘C3 Log Ship’
This represents C3 log ship(s) at berth 1, spanning the entire 5 days and 5 nights.

Modelling Methodology
The noise model has been prepared using SoundPLAN, an internationally recognised computer noise
modelling programme. SoundPLAN uses a digital topographical terrain map of the area as its base.
Each noise source is located at an appropriate height above the digital map and the software then
calculates noise propagation in multiple directions, allowing for buildings, topography, shielding,
reflections and meteorological conditions.
The SoundPLAN model uses the calculation algorithms of ISO 9613-2: 1996 ‘Acoustics – Attenuation
of noise during propagation outdoors – Part 2: General method of calculation’. Its accuracy has been
established by field trials, including comparisons in New Zealand between predictions and
measurements.
The model relies on the following geo referenced base data sourced from Linz data service (2017):
•

Topographical contours at 20m intervals (supplemented by 1m contours from the Northland
Regional Council's Open Data website)

•

Cadastral boundaries

•

Building outlines available (building heights not available, so a generic height of 4.5m is assumed
to represent a typical single level dwelling).

•

Street numbers and names

•

Geo referenced aerial imagery

The noise contours are obtained by computer interpolation between calculated grid points at 10m
intervals. This ensures that there is at least one data point on each parcel of residential land assuming
a 20m x 20m parcel size.

4.5

Calibration
The Northport noise model is difficult to verify for two reasons:
•

Distance: Closest noise sensitive receivers are at considerable distance from port operations. The
closest Reotahi residents are slightly over 1km from the closest berth operations on the northern
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side of the Whāngarei harbour. Measurements at considerable distance can be disproportionally
affected by atmospheric conditions which increase variability, and therefore, reliability of the
measurement data.
•

Signal to noise: The existing noise environment in Reotahi and Marsden Bay are influenced by
natural sources (birds, wind, waves etc), relatively constant Refining NZ noise and a fluctuating
contribution from Northport operations. The existing port noise ‘hum’ is low in level and the
contribution from Northport operations are difficult to isolate from other sources.

Existing noise emissions from Refining NZ and Northport were measured between May and July
2018. The purpose of the measurements was to establish the relevant contribution of Refining NZ
and Northport to the overall average level of noise received in the surrounding residential areas. A
shutdown at the refinery over the monitoring period enabling the estimation of Northport and
Refining NZ contributions. The results are detailed in a separate monitoring report3. The following
provides a summary for the purposes of informing model calibration.
Both short-term attended measurements and long-term unattended measurements were carried
out. Measurements were carried out for the following scenarios:
•

Baseline (no appreciable noise generated by Northport or Refining NZ)

•

Northport activity only

•

Northport and Refining NZ activity

The long-term unattended measurements were undertaken at 14 The Heights, Reotahi. The average
noise level over the night period4 in ‘downwind’ conditions when both the Refinery and Northport
were operating, was 47 dB LAeq5. The noise contribution from each source is estimated as follows:
•

Northport:

43 dB LAeq

•

Refinery:

44 dB LAeq

•

Other environmental sources:

39 dB LAeq

•

Total:

47 dB LAeq

As discussed in Section 5.3, there is predicted to be a general relationship between the various port
noise descriptors that enable comparison. The measured port noise level of 43 dB LAeq is estimated to
be represented by the equivalent 48 dB Ldn (5 day) noise contour.
The results above are generally commensurate with the short-term attended noise surveys.
Specifically, on 21 May 2018 there were three log ships berthed at Northport, the refinery was shut
down and the weather calm. The attended night-time noise level in Reotahi was dominated by
Northport ship loading activities, but also influenced by environmental noise sources such as crickets,
birds and water movement. The measured noise levels generally ranged between 42 – 43 dB LAeq in
Reotahi and 33 – 35 dB LAeq at the eastern end of the Marsden Bay settlement.
Overall, the 2018 noise measurements indicate that the long-term average noise level from
Northport operations is just compliant with the 45 dB LAeq operative WDP night-time noise limit.

3

MDA report Rp 001 20180532, titled ‘Refining NZ and Northport Noise Measurements’, dated 25 October 2018.

4

Assessed over 2200 to 0500 hours to avoid bird noise contamination

5

This dwelling is one of the closest to NZ Refining and Northport and has an elevated view of both operations. It is
considered representative of the most exposed dwellings in Reotahi.
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The results from the monitoring and attended noise surveys have been used to verify the shape of
the modelled noise contours at multiple locations. In summary:
•

Reotahi: The current noise model predicts 41 – 44 dB LAeq at the monitoring positions above
during a peak night-time 15-minute period. This aligns well the measurements above.

•

Marsden Bay: The current noise model predicts 44 – 45 dB LAeq at the Marsden Bay interface. This
is noticeably higher than the measured levels above. The difference is attributed to the lack of
yard activities in the western part of the Port and wind direction during the attended surveys.

Outside the short-term night-time noise monitoring, the long-term port noise contributions were
difficult to quantify due to the insufficient signal to noise ratio, and distance constraints identified
above. Nonetheless, we consider that the above monitoring supports the modelling results as far as
practicable. The monitoring exercise is used to benchmark the full 5-day current and future peak
operational periods noise models.

5.0

PORT NOISE MAPS

5.1

Current Port Noise Contours (2020)
The Current Port Noise Maps (2020) are included in Appendix D. The current noise contours at 1.5m
above ground level enable comparison with noise survey measurements undertaken in accordance
with New Zealand Standard NZS 6801:2008 “Acoustics – Measurement of environmental sound”.
They are used for model verification and sound insulation assessment purposes for existing
dwellings.
In summary:

5.2

•

Figure 1A presents the current peak night-time operations. The predicted noise levels just comply
with the Operative 45 dB LAeq (15 min) noise limit. This aligns well with measured port noise levels in
Reotahi (Section 4.5).

•

Figure 1B presents the current peak 5-day period operations. The predicted noise levels are
49 dB Ldn (5-day) at the closest Marsden Bay dwelling in Albany Road, and 46 – 52 Ldn (5-day) at existing
dwellings in Reotahi. The 55 dB Ldn (5-day) noise contour does not extend onto any Residential land.

•

Figure 1C summarises current noise model operating assumptions.

Future Port Noise Contours (2035)
The Future Port Noise Maps (2035) are included in Appendix D. The future noise contours are used to
inform the location of Port Noise Control boundaries, noise limits and land use controls.
The Northport Vision for Growth provides for a significant increase in activity intensity, which brings
with it an increase in associated noise levels. Essentially, the ‘hum’ of the port is predicted to get
louder with growth, based on today’s technology. However, at other New Zealand ports, volume
throughput has increased significantly in recent years without associated increases in average noise
level. This is primarily due to investment in modern equipment and improvements in noise
management. Regardless, the level change associated with changes in intensity of use would be
noticeable, and significant in some scenarios.
In summary:
•

Figure 2A presents the future peak night-time operations excluding dry dock activities.
The predicted noise levels exceed the Operative 45 dB LAeq (15 min) noise limit with 49 dB LAeq (15 min)
at the closest Marsden Bay dwelling in Albany Road, and 50 – 52 dB LAeq (15 min) at existing
dwellings in Reotahi.
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•

Figure 2B presents the future peak 5-day period noise levels excluding dry dock activities.
The predicted noise levels are 56 dB Ldn (5-day) at the closest Marsden Bay dwelling in Albany Road,
and 55 – 57 dB Ldn (5-day) at existing dwellings in Reotahi. The change in noise level from current
options is approximately 6 – 9 decibels in Marsden Bay and Reotahi. This is a noticeable change.

•

Figures 2C presents the future peak 5-day period noise levels including dry dock sand blasting
during the day only. The predicted noise levels are 60 dB Ldn (5-day) at the closest Marsden Bay
dwelling in Albany Road, and 55 – 58 dB Ldn (5-day) at existing dwellings in Reotahi. Compared with
Figure 2A, there is a further increase in noise levels in Marsden Bay, but levels in Reotahi are
similar. The night-time component is predicted to be the same as Figure 2A because there is no
sand blasting at night in this scenario.

•

Figure 2D presents the future peak 5-day period noise levels including dry dock sand blasting
during the day and night. The predicted noise levels are 66 dB Ldn (5-day) at the closest Marsden Bay
dwelling in Albany Road, and 57 – 61 dB Ldn (5-day) at existing dwellings in Reotahi. Compared with
Figure 2B, there is a further increase in noise levels in both Marsden Bay and Reotahi. However,
the night-time component is predicted to increase to 60 dB LAeq (9 hr) at the closest Marsden Bay
dwelling in Albany Road, and 51 – 54 dB LAeq (9 hr) at existing dwellings in Reotahi.

•

Figure 2E summarises future noise model operating assumptions. The operating scenarios are
representative of master planning options to inform PC88. They are not final development plans.

Figure 2D is a representative ‘worst case’ with the ‘Vision for Growth’ fully realised and a dry dock
sand blasting activity operating 24 hours per day. In this scenario, the dry dock sand blasting activity
has a significant bearing on the size of the noise contours in Marsden Bay, particularly at night. The
sand blasting activity also introduces a different character of background noise. The sand blasting
produces a ‘hiss’ that would be in addition to the existing ‘hum’ of port and existing refinery
operations.
Figures 2B and 2C present alternative scenarios without the dry dock and with the dry dock sand
blasting activities limited to daytime periods respectively. Both scenarios result in much lower noise
levels in Marsden Bay. Where practicable, we consider limiting dry dock sand blasting activity to the
daytime period would provide the most meaningful and effective noise mitigation. Regardless of
which future scenario is implemented, the increase in port noise would be noticeable in the Reotahi
and Marsden Bay communities. Therefore, Figure 2C (sand blasting day only) is used to assess the
potential effects (Section 5.3) and inform the locations of noise control boundaries (Section 5.4).

5.3

Noise Effects
The existing peak night operations just comply with the Operative 45 dB LAeq (15min) noise limit at the
interface with Reotahi and Marsden Bay communities (refer Figure 1A).
The future peak night operations are noticeably louder. The 45 dB LAeq (15min) noise contour extends up
to the ridgeline in Reotahi, and over Albany Road properties and along the foreshore in Marsden Bay
(refer Figure 2A).
There is a general relationship between the various port noise descriptors that enable comparison.
By comparing Figures 2A and 2B, the predicted 55 dB Ldn (5-day) and 50 dB LAeq (15min) noise contours are
similar in both shape and extent, for both the current and future peak operating scenarios.
Within the 55 dB Ldn (5-day) / 50 dB LAeq (15min) noise contours, minimum sound insulation requirements
would apply (Section 5.5). However, there are a small number of existing dwellings between the
Outer Noise Control Boundary and the Operative 45 dB LAeq (15min) noise limit.
Based on the relationship above, noise levels of up to 50 dB LAeq (15min) are predicted on the façade of
the most effected existing dwellings. Assuming a typical noise reduction of 15 decibels through the
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open window of a bedroom facing the port, the predicted internal noise level for the most effected
habitable space is 35 dB LAeq (15min).
AS/NZS 2107: 2016 provides the following descriptions of design level ranges for “Sleeping areas
(night time)” in residential buildings:
•

Houses in rural areas with negligible transportation: 25 – 30 dB LAeq

•

Houses and apartments in suburban areas or near minor roads: 30 – 35 dB LAeq

•

Houses and apartments in inner city areas or entertainment districts or near major roads: 35 – 40
dB LAeq

The predicted internal noise level of 35 dB LAeq (15min) for the future peak night is at the upper end of
acceptability for this area.
Therefore, Port Noise Standard recommended 55 dB Ldn (5-day) is considered a suitable threshold for
the Outer Noise Control Boundary, and reasonable with the application of an NMP (Section 3.3). For
noise levels above 55 dB Ldn (5-day), land use controls are required (Section 5.4).

5.4

Noise Control Boundaries
Port noise must be measured in accordance with New Zealand Standard NZS 6801:2008 ‘Acoustics –
Measurement of Environmental Sound’ and assessed in accordance with New Zealand Standard NZS
6809:1999 ‘Acoustics - Port Noise Management and Land Use Planning’.
To achieve the purpose of the Port Noise Standard, the WDP must include the following in PC88:
•

Port Noise Control Boundaries (Section 3.2.1)

•

Policies, objectives and rules to define the status of activities within the Port Noise Control
Boundary, including development controls and sound insulation requirements (Section 3.2.2)

•

Noise Limits for port operations (Section 3.2.3)

•

An NMP be developed, implemented and maintained (Section 3.3)

Proposed Noise Control Boundaries are included as Figure 3 in Appendix D based on the noise
contours in Figure 2B (i.e. ‘Vision for Growth’ fully realised and the dry dock sand blasting activity
operating during the day only).
The Port Noise Standard recommends noise limits apply at the Inner Noise Control Boundary
(Section 3.2.3) based on the predicted 65 dB Ldn (5-day) noise contour. The 65 dB Ldn (5-day) noise contour
is almost exclusively on port land or the CMA. Therefore, the Inner Control Boundary would apply at
the Residential Interface in both the Marsden Bay and Reotahi communities.
In this case, we consider that the Outer Control Boundary would be more relevant and effective
location for compliance purposes. Therefore, the noise limits applying at the Outer Noise Control
Boundary should also be included. The proposed noise limits are presented in Table 3 overleaf.
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Table 3: Proposed Port Noise Limits
Location

Day-night (Long term)

Night-time (Short term)

At any point on land at, or beyond,
the Inner Noise Control Boundary

65 dB Ldn (5-day)

60 dB LAeq (9 hrs)

68 dB Ldn (1-day)

65 dB LAeq (15 min)
85 dB LAFmax

At any point on land at, or beyond,
the Outer Noise Control Boundary

55 dB Ldn (5-day)

50 dB LAeq (9 hrs)

58 dB Ldn (1-day)

55 dB LAeq (15 min)
75 dB LAFmax

5.5

Sound Insulation Requirements

5.5.1 New noise-sensitive activities
Any new noise-sensitive activity (e.g. dwelling), or alteration or addition to an existing building used
for a noise sensitive activity, within the Outer Noise Control Boundary, should be adequately
insulated from port noise. We recommend that this should be achieved by constructing the building
to achieve a spatial average indoor design sound level of 40 dB Ldn (5-day) in all habitable spaces. This
recommendation is 5 decibels more stringent than the Port Noise Standard requirement for existing
ports of 45 dB Ldn (5-day) (Section 3.2.2). This deviation would further improve internal amenity and
reduce reverse sensitivity effects.
The indoor design level should be achieved with windows open to provide ventilation unless
adequate alternative ventilation is provided and maintained in operating order. The incident design
should be based on Figure 4 in Appendix D, which are the noise contours in Figure 2B presented at
finer 1 decibel increments between the Noise Control Boundaries. The sound insulation design must
be certified by an acoustic engineer. The completed construction must be certified by the builder as
built in accordance with the design.
The requirements for new or altered noise sensitive activities is unlikely to result in changes to
building cladding or window pane type/thickness. However, windows in some habitable rooms may
need to be closed at times to enable compliance. Therefore, provision of forced air ventilation may
be required, as well as heating and cooling to regulate thermal comfort.

5.5.2 Existing noise-sensitive activities
There are approximately 34 existing dwellings in Marsden Bay and 50 existing dwellings in Reotahi
between the Inner and Outer Port Noise Control Boundaries shown in Figure 3 of Appendix D. All of
these dwellings are predicted to receive noise levels in the range of 55 – 60 dB Ldn (5-day). They would
generally achieve the Port Noise Standard recommendation for existing ports of 45 dB Ldn in
habitable spaces without any specific sound insulation improvements.
However, the proposed scale of the change in port noise level enabled is noticeable. Therefore, we
recommend Northport should be required to:
•

Upgrade the sound insulation of existing habitable rooms inside the Outer Control Boundary
where the port noise level is measured to exceed 55 dB Ldn (5-day), and

•

The spatial average indoor design sound level should be lowered to 40 dB Ldn (5-day) as per the
requirements for new dwellings in Section 5.5.1 above.

This above requirement would be primarily informed by the periodic review of the current port noise
contours. Therefore, upgrades of existing dwellings would only be triggered when the noise effects
materialise. This also incentivises Northport to constrain their noise footprint through other means.
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6.0

COUNCIL REPORT (S42A)
We have reviewed Council Specialist’s review report6. In general, we agree with the findings. In
summary, the Council Specialist:
•

Supports the adoption of the Port Noise Standard and establishment of Noise Control Boundaries
in accordance with the requirements of the NPS (refer Section 2.4 of this report)

•

Requests further information on the noise modelling of port operations to inform the scale of
change in port noise, overall noise levels and associated noise effects (the purpose of this report).

•

Proposes noise limits applying at the Inner and Outer Noise Control Boundaries (aligned with
Section 5.4 of this report)

Overall, we consider this report provides the information sought by the Council Specialist.

7.0

CONCLUSIONS
The NPS requires the application of the Port Noise Standard in the PC88 NAV chapter. The Standard
recognises the need for ports to operate in an effective manner and provides guidelines to ensure
that any adjacent residential communities can co-exist with ports and their associated activities. This
is achieved in two parts:
•

Noise Control Boundaries (land use controls to avoid reverse sensitivity associated with the ‘hum’
of port operations)

•

Port Noise Management Plan (minimise noise effects within the port, such as ‘banging’ from log
handling)

Port noise contours for ‘current’ (2020) and ‘future’ (2035) operational scenarios have been prepared
to represent the ‘hum’ of port operations during peak periods. The current scenario enables an
understanding of the existing noise environment for benchmarking purposes. The future scenario
identifies Port Noise Control Boundaries that would enable the ‘vision for growth’ in accordance with
the Port Noise Standard.
Northport operations currently comply with the relevant Operative WDP noise limits. Furthermore, if
the Port Noise Standard was applied to current operations, neither the Inner (65 dB Ldn (5-day)) nor
Outer (55 dB Ldn (5-day)) noise contours would extend onto any Residential land.
The Northport Vision for Growth provides for a significant increase in activity intensity, which brings
with it an increase in associated port noise. The ‘hum’ of the port is predicted to get louder with
growth, based on today’s technology. The change in port noise level is predicted to be noticeable,
and significant in some scenarios.
In summary, and in accordance with the Port Noise Standard, we recommend the following:
•

Restrict dry dock sand blasting activities to the daytime period (Section 5.2)

•

Adopt port Noise Control Boundaries (Figure 3 of Appendix D)

•

Apply port noise limits at the Noise Control Boundaries (Section 5.4)

•

Require minimum sound insulation standards for new noise sensitive activities within the Outer
Noise Control Boundary (Section 5.5.1)

6

Attachment 6 of Part 1 of the s42A Report: Styles Group report titled “Review of Submissions, Plan Change 82 A & B, 88
A-J, 109, 115, 136, 143, 144, 145, 147 & 148: District Plan Changes: Urban and Services”, prepared for Whangarei
District Council, dated 18 October 2019.
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•

Require Northport to upgrade existing noise sensitive activities where the measured port noise
level is above 55 dB Ldn (5-day) (Section 5.5.2)

•

Require the implementation of an NMP (Section 3.3)
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APPENDIX A GLOSSARY OF TERMINOLOGY
NZS 6801:2008

New Zealand Standard NZS 6801:2008 “Acoustics – Measurement of environmental
sound”

NZS 6809:1999

New Zealand Standard NZS 6809:1999 “Acoustics – Port Noise Management and Land
Use Planning”

dB

Decibel. The unit of sound level. Expressed as a logarithmic ratio of sound pressure P
relative to a reference pressure of Pr=20 Pa i.e. dB = 20 x log(P/Pr)

dBA

The unit of sound level which has its frequency characteristics modified by a filter (Aweighted) so as to more closely approximate the frequency bias of the human ear.

A-weighting

The process by which noise levels are corrected to account for the non-linear
frequency response of the human ear.

LAeq (t)

The equivalent continuous (time-averaged) A-weighted sound level. This is commonly
referred to as the average noise level.
The suffix "t" represents the time period to which the noise level relates, e.g. (8 h)
would represent a period of 8 hours, (15 min) would represent a period of 15 minutes
and (2200-0700) would represent a measurement time between 10 pm and 7 am.

LA90 (t)

The A-weighted noise level equalled or exceeded for 90% of the measurement period.
This is commonly referred to as the background noise level.

LAmax

The A-weighted maximum noise level. The highest noise level which occurs during the
measurement period.

Ldn

The day night noise level which is calculated from the 24 hour LAeq with a 10 dB penalty
applied to the night-time (2200-0700 hours) LAeq.

LP or SPL

Sound Pressure Level. A logarithmic ratio of a sound pressure measured at distance,
relative to the threshold of hearing (20 µPa RMS) and expressed in decibels.

LW or SWL

Sound Power Level. A logarithmic ratio of the acoustic power output of a source
relative to 10-12 watts and expressed in decibels. Sound power level is calculated from
measured sound pressure levels and represents the level of total sound power
radiated by a sound source.

Frequency

The number of pressure fluctuation cycles per second of a sound wave. Measured in
units of Hertz (Hz).

Hertz (Hz)

Hertz is the unit of frequency. One hertz is one cycle per second.
One thousand hertz is a kilohertz (kHz).

Noise

A sound that is unwanted by, or distracting to, the receiver.

Ambient

The ambient noise level is the noise level measured in the absence of the intrusive
noise or the noise requiring control. Ambient noise levels are frequently measured to
determine the situation prior to the addition of a new noise source.

Special Audible
Characteristics

Distinctive characteristics of a sound which are likely to subjectively cause adverse
community response at lower levels than a sound without such characteristics.
Examples are tonality (e.g. a hum or a whine) and impulsiveness (e.g. bangs or
thumps). In this case, port noise limits are set specifically for port noise character.
Therefore, port noise character would be reasonably expected and not ‘special’ (e.g.
would not apply to log or container handling activities).
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APPENDIX B AERIAL IMAGERY AND ZONING
B1

Aerial imagery of Northport (centre), Reotahi (northeast) and Marsden Bay (west)

B2

Operative WDP zoning
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APPENDIX C NOISE RULES
C1

Operative WDP NAV.6.1

C2

Proposed WDP NAV.6.1 (PC88)
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C3

National Planning Standards
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APPENDIX D PORT NOISE MAPS
Attached overleaf:
•

Figure 1A Current Port Noise Map (2020), Peak Night-time 15-minute Period (LAeq (15 min))

•

Figure 1B Current Port Noise Map (2020), Peak 5-Day Period (Ldn (5-day))

•

Figure 1C Current Port Noise Map (2020), Noise Source Information

•

Figure 2A Future Port Noise Map (2035), Peak Night-time 15-minute Period (LAeq (15 min))

•

Figure 2B Future Port Noise Map (2035), Peak 5-Day Period (Ldn (5-day)), no Dry Dock

•

Figure 2C Future Port Noise Map (2035), Peak 5-Day Period (Ldn (5-day)), Dry Dock Day only

•

Figure 2D Future Port Noise Map (2035), Peak 5-Day Period (Ldn (5-day)), Dry Dock 24/7

•

Figure 2E

Future Port Noise Map (2035), Noise Source Information

•

Figure 3

Port Noise Control Boundaries

•

Figure 4

Sound Insulation Incident Design Noise Level
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APPENDIX 31
INNER AND OUTER NOISE CONTROL
BOUNDARIES

